
Market review 
The asset class returned 1.5% (in USD terms)  
over the quarter as it saw stabilisation in the lead 
up to the start of Fed tapering in December, but it 
should be noted that almost half of the return was 
from Argentina and Ukraine. Investment-grade 
countries returned less than half a percent over 
the  quarter. Ukraine returned close to 11% given 
Russia’s purchase of $15 billion in Ukrainian 
bonds, but the long-term fundamentals remain 
weak as evidenced by the recent downgrades 
to credit ratings not much above default. 
Argentina returned 18% given demand by 
speculative investors. Mexico returned over 
1%, outperforming most other investment-grade 
countries as the government passed its landmark 
energy reform bill and S&P upgraded its 
external debt to BBB+. In signs of greater market 
differentiation, Brazil underperformed returning 
zero over the quarter as the budget deficit now 
at 3.2% is unlikely to be addressed as we enter a 
presidential election year and growth is unlikely 
to break out of the 2% range in 2014. In the small 
window of opportunity between the Fed’s non-
taper decision, the temporary resolution of the 
US fiscal gridlock and the  start  of tapering in 
December, several issuers rushed to market to 
lock in lower borrowing costs. The Dominican 
Republic issued a 2024 maturity bond which was 
several times oversubscribed. Hungary, Croatia 
and Mexico also issued while Venezuela issued 
PDVSA bonds.

Performance analysis 
Despite the strong outperformance in 
December, it was not enough to  offset  the 
underperformance earlier in the quarter. One 
of the most significant detractors was from an 
underweight to Argentina as the bonds were 
driven 18% higher by speculative investors 
despite the continued messy legal proceedings 
with ‘hold-out’ creditors and President Kirchner 
being politically weakened. Elsewhere in higher 
beta countries, an underweight to Serbia, where 
our recent research trip revealed deteriorating 
fundamentals, detracted while a marginal 
overweight to Sri Lanka contributed. In high-
grade countries, we underperformed where our 
bias was to be marginally underweight duration 
given rising US Treasury yields. Instrument 
selection in Brazil detracted despite a generally 
neutral duration to benchmark, while a 
marginal overweight in Mexican sovereign 
bonds versus quasi-sovereigns detracted. 
However, an underweight duration in China 
and the Philippines contributed. Performance 
was better in middle-grade countries, where 
an overweight to Indonesia outperformed for 
example, however the underweight to Romania, 
given the country’s fragile economy, detracted 
from performance as the bonds  registered  a  
positive return. In off-benchmark exposures, 
the Chinese renminbi contributed while a 
defensive position to the Brazilian real also 
benefited performance.

Attribution in USD

Attribution is taken from the Pictet-Global Emerging Debt fund, which is 
included in the composite. 

Risk statistics 5yr annualised in %

Pictet Emerging 
Debt Composite

JP Morgan EMBI 
Global Diversified 

(TRI) 
Standard deviation 10.26 10.35
Ex-post Tracking Error 1.48 —
Information ratio -0.01 —
Beta 0.98 —
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Annualised % Q4 YTD 1yr 3yr 5yr
Since 

 inception
Pictet Emerging Debt Composite -0.53 -9.19 -9.19 5.75 11.90 12.18
JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified (TRI) -0.26 -9.34 -9.34 5.16 11.91 8.31
Relative performance -0.27 0.15 0.15 0.59 -0.01 3.87

Calendar years % 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Pictet Emerging Debt Composite -9.19 16.02 12.26 17.40 26.33 0.62 -3.18 0.46
JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified (TRI) -9.34 15.63 10.94 20.04 25.76 -7.47 -4.26 -1.72
Relative performance 0.15 0.39 1.32 -2.64 0.57 8.09 1.08 2.18
1Pictet Emerging Debt Composite for pooled portfolios, gross of fees in EUR, 31.12.2013. 2Inception date 30.11.1998. Benchmark 50% ELMI+ & 50% 
EMBI+ (TR) Index to 31.01.2002.
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Top 10 country exposures for USD Bonds in %

Rep A/C

JP Morgan EMBI 
Global Diversified 

(TRI) 
Philippines 5.8 4.9
Indonesia 5.2 4.5
Russia 4.6 5.1
Brazil 4.6 5.0
Turkey 3.9 4.8
Venezuela 3.7 3.5
Colombia 3.5 3.8
South Africa 3.4 3.4
Lebanon 3.3 3.5
Mexico 3.3 4.8
Off benchmark 
currency exposure 14.5
Country positions are taken from the Pictet-Global Emerging Debt fund, 
which is included in the composite.

All data presented as at 31.12.2013  
in EUR, (apart from attribution data  
which is in USD) Source: Pictet Asset Management
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Strategy information

All data presented as at 31.12.2013  
in EUR, (apart from attribution data  
which is in USD) Source: Pictet Asset Management

Strategy inception 30.11.1998
Strategy assets EUR 5.2 bn
Investment objective To outperform the JP Morgan  

EMBI Global Diversified index by 
1-3%per annum, gross of fees
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Portfolio activity  
In October, duration was marginally increased 
to a more neutral position from the middle 
of the month as the market continued to see 
some recovery, particularly as US Treasury 
yields moved lower. However, November saw 
yields creep higher as the market re-focussed 
on the headwinds of tapering. We moved the 
strategy’s duration to a small underweight 
which continued for the rest of the quarter, 
particularly in the highest rated countries 
that trade at tight spread levels. These 
include countries such as Chile and China. 
No meaningful changes were made to the 
exposure to middle-grade countries, where we 
maintained a small underweight to countries 
with weaker fundamentals such as Romania 
and Azerbaijan. In higher-beta countries, 
we maintained a neutral position, but with 
highly selective overweights in Rwanda, 
where growth was forecast to be over 7% 
this year, and Sri Lanka, where manageable 
inflation has allowed the central bank to cut 
rates to stimulate the already robust growth 
and improving credit picture. We remained 
underweight and defensively positioned 
in Argentina, which we believe will pay off 
despite some recent positive performance 
driven by speculators. In off-benchmark 
positions, we  significantly  reduced  local 
rates exposure namely in Brazil and Mexico 
while we became more defensive in emerging 
currencies such as the Turkish lira.

Market outlook 
Tapering has started and global data is 
improving, but we believe caution should be 
maintained for now. The primary reasons for 
weakness in the asset class are the upward 
trajectory in US Treasury yields as well as the 
trend lower in exports since 2010. Now with 
expected stronger US and developed-market 
growth, emerging-market data could become 
stronger as well. However, weakness has also 
been driven by a focus on idiosyncratic factors 
such as political risks in Turkey and poor 
investment as a share of GDP in Brazil and lack 
of structural reforms. The Fed pointed out that 
“asset purchases are not on a pre-set course”, 
giving leeway to  adjust  the  pace  of tapering 

to counteract any disorderly rise in treasury 
yields which would lead to further outflows 
and weakness while each Fed decision 
will result in potentially different market 
reactions. At the same time, US interest rates 
are expected to remain low and some believe 
that emerging-market dollar debt has oversold 
relative to other high-grade spread asset 
classes, but we expect continued dispersion. 
Tapering has occurred against a back-drop of 
continued outflows since  May  even though 
we still believe there is a long-term push factor 
from underweight institutional investors. 
When those inflows will return remains a 
big question.

Portfolio strategy 
Despite some recent stabilisation in the asset 
class, we still see each Fed meeting as having 
the potential to exert further downward 
pressure on the asset class while we continue 
to see investor outflows. As a result, we are 
likely remain neutral to underweight duration 
and we are prepared to react quickly and 
reduce duration further if we start seeing 
a meaningful rise in yields, which is likely 
to be driven by macro events such as key 
US data that give some clarity on the pace of 
tapering. We are looking to take advantage 
of pockets of value around positive credit 
rating events. However, in the short term we 
are more likely to go underweight as the asset 
class’s fundamentals are likely to have peaked 
for now with Brazil and Turkey potentially 
facing downgrades this year according to 
some. Below-investment-grade countries 
that trade more on underlying fundamentals 
may provide interesting opportunities which 
we are looking to take advantage of, such as 
Vietnam. We will continue to actively use US 
Treasury futures as a way of managing the 
strategy’s duration given the lower market 
liquidity, and we will continue to look to be 
defensive in currencies of more vulnerable 
markets as an off-benchmark strategy. We 
continue to remain very cautious on taking 
corporate bond exposure and expect to have 
close to no exposure over the coming weeks.

USD Bond duration in years

Rep A/C
JP Morgan EMBI Global 

Diversified (TRI) 
Mexico 0.41 0.39
Philippines 0.40 0.40
Indonesia 0.35 0.32
Brazil 0.35 0.35
Turkey 0.32 0.31
Colombia 0.31 0.29
Peru 0.29 0.29
Russia 0.28 0.28
South Africa 0.23 0.21
Kazakhstan 0.22 0.21
Panama 0.22 0.21
Argentina 0.21 0.14
Lebanon 0.20 0.16
Venezuela 0.20 0.17
Uruguay 0.19 0.18
Hungary 0.18 0.20
Chile 0.18 0.25
Poland 0.18 0.17
China 0.17 0.24
El Salvador 0.13 0.11
Croatia 0.12 0.14
Weighted modified duration positions are taken from Pictet-Global Emerging 
Debt fund, which is included in the composite. Duration breakdown >0.10.


